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1. Introduction. In an earlier paper [5] of the author bisimple weakly inverse
semigroups with partial identities were studied. The aim of this paper is to extend the
results to a wider class of semigroups, viz: bisimple weakly inverse semigroups with
partial right unitoids. It is found that an 9?-class of weakly inverse semigroup is a right
skew groupoid R = (R, P), where P is a right skew semigroup [5], Pc.R, and R is a
partial semigroup satisfying certain conditions. When S is a bisimple weakly inverse
semigroup with E the set of partial right unitoids, it can be shown that the 9?-class
R = (R, P) containing E, which is a right skew groupoid, satisfies the following:

(i) for any a, b e R, there exists c e R such that Pa D Pb = Pc;
(ii) for any a eR, there exists a left identity e of R such that (Pa f~l P)e = Pa (IP.
Conversely, given a right skew groupoid R satisfying the above conditions it is

possible to construct a bisimple weakly inverse semigroup with partial right unitoids,
having R as an £%-class. We recall [5] that an inverse semigroup with a system of partial
identities is a monoid. On the other hand every inverse semigroup has a set of partial
right unitoids, namely any singleton set {e} with e2 = e. Thus the main results of [5]
correspond to those of Clifford [3] whereas those of the present paper correspond to the
results of Reilly [6].

2. Basic concepts. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic results of
[2 and 3].

Let 5 be a semigroup. An idempotent e of 5 is called a principal idempotent of 5 if
fef —fe for every idempotent /of 5. An element a of 5 is called a principal element of S if
there exists an inverse a' of a in 5 such that aa' is a principal idempotent of 5. It can be
shown [7] that these two definitions are consistent. If a is any element of S, then the
inverse a' of a will be called a principal inverse of a if a'a is a principal idempotent of 5. If
a eS, then Ea will denote the set of principal inverses of a. Following [1 and 7] a
semigroup S is called a weakly inverse semigroup if for every a eS, Ea¥=O, and for every
a, b e S, we have

(i) Eab c EbEa and
(ii) Ea = Eb implies a = b.
The following Lemma summarizes some of the results of [7].

LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup. Then
(i) the principal idempotents of S form a semilattice,

(ii) Eaa consists of a single idempotent ea for every aeS,
(iii) every principal left ideal of S has a unique principal idempotent generator,
(iv) the set I of principal elements of S forms an inverse subsemigroup of S,
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(v) an element a eS is a principal element of S if and only if a has a unique principal
inverse,

(vi) for every a, b eS we have Eab = E%Ett where Ea
b- {b' eEb:eabb'ea = eabb'}.

If a is any element of the weakly inverse semigroup 5, then a', a[, a'2. . . will denote
principal inverses of a and a" will denote the unique principal inverse of a' e Ea.

LEMMA 2.2. Let a be an element of a weakly inverse semigroup.
(i) / / a9le for some idempotent e, then there is a principal inverse a' of a such that

aa' = e.
(ii) If a' e Ea and a" e Ea>, then aa'a" = a and a"a'a = a".

Proof, (i) By Lemma 2.1.(iii), there is a unique principal idempotent h in La. By
[4, Proposition II.3.6], there is an inverse a' of a in Rh n Le such that a'a = h and aa' = e.

(ii) Since a' is principal, a'a", a'a are principal £%-related idempotents. Conse-
quently, a'a" = a'a and the result follows.

The semigroup T(X) of partial transformations of the set A' is a weakly inverse
semigroup. An element a e T(X) is a principal element of T(X) if and only if it is a
one-to-one partial transformation of the set X. The semigroup T{X) will be called the
symmetric weakly inverse semigroup on the set X. We recall the following results [7].

LEMMA 2.3. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup. For any aeS, let \pa be the partial
transformation of S where dom xpa = SEa, and where for any x e dom %, xtpa =xa. The
mapping S-*T(S), a—>ipa embeds S isomorphically into the symmetric weakly inverse
semigroup T(S) in such a way that an element a eS is principal in S if and only if xpa is
principal in T(S).

With the notation in the above lemma, we have the following.

LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup, and let a and b be elements of S.
The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) Eab = {ea};
(ii) for every a' eEa, there exists b' e Eb such that a' ^b' in I;
(iii) VaSVft-

From Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, it follows that the relation ss on the weakly
inverse semigroup 5 which is defined by a «s b if a and b satisfy the equivalent conditions
of Lemma 2.3 must be a partial order on 5 which is compatible with multiplication. We
shall call this partial order the natural partial order on the weakly inverse semigroup S.
The natural partial order induces the usual partial order on the inverse subsemigroup of
5. But ss does not induce the usual partial order on the idempotents of 5 in the general
case.

We cite the following results [5].

LEMMA 2.5. If S is any weakly inverse semigroup, then I is an order ideal of S, «s.

LEMMA 2.6. If e is a principal idempotent of the weakly inverse semigroup S and aeS,
then earn a and ae ^ a.
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LEMMA 2.7. Let S be a weakly inverse subsemigroup of the symmetric weakly inverse
semigroup T(S) on the set S. Let us suppose that for a eS and for every x e dom a there
exists a principal inverse a' of a such that xaa' = x. Then the natural partial order on S
coincides with the inclusion relation for partial transformations.

We add below an alternative characterization of weakly inverse semigroups, which
will be used in the paper.

THEOREM 2.1. For a regular semigroup S, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) S is a weakly inverse semigroup;

(ii) there exists a commutative subsemigroup C of idempotents such that
(a) for every a eS, the set Ca of inverses a' of a for which a'a eC is non-empty,
(b) CabcCbCaforalla, beS,
(c) Ca - Cb implies a = b for a, b eS.

LEMMA 2.8. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup and let a eS. Let a', a[e Ea be such
that aa' =£ aa[. Then a' = a[.

Proof. Let aa'^aa[. Then a' = a'aa' ^a'aa[ = a\. Therefore, a[a" = a'a" = a\a".
This implies a{ =£ a', whence we get a' = a[.

3. Right skew groupoids. We shall define a right partial binary operation on a set 5
satisfying the following condition:
(A) if for elements a, b, c of S, a(bc) is defined, then also (ab)c is defined and
a(bc) = (ab)c.
Then 5 is called a right partial semigroup.

A right skew groupoid R = (R, P) is defined to be a right partial semigroup R
together with a subsemigroup P of R such that

P(l) ab is defined if and only if a e P for all a, b eR,
P(2) ac = be implies a = be where e is a left identity of R, for

a, b e Pand all c eR.

REMARK. It can be verified that P is a right skew semigroup [5]. The set of
idempotents of R coincides with the set of left identities of R and they form a right zero
semigroup. For any a e P, there exists a left identity e such that ae = a. Let X be a set and
YcX. Let n be an equivalence relation on Y. Let T^ (X) be the set of partial
transformations of X with domain Y such that

(i) ker a = n
(ii) (xa, ya) e /x implies (x, y) e n for all x, y eX.
On T^(X), a partial binary operation is defined thus: for a, /S e T^X), ar/3 is defined

to be the usual composition of partial transformations if and only if dom(<r/?) = V.
Since dom(ar/3) = ((ran(ar) D doir^jS))^"1 and dom(/3) = Y, we see that ar/3 is defined

if and only if ian(a) c Y. It can now be seen that if aft is defined, then afi e T^(X). For, if
x,yeX and (x,y)en, then xa = ya since aeT^X). Conversely, if xafi = yafi, then
(xa, ya) e ju because ker af} = fx and since a e T^X), we get (JC, y) e pi. Thus ker(a'/3) = ju.
A similar argument shows that if {xafl, yafi) e n then (x, y) e [i.
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We now define

THEOREM 3.1. (T^X), T^(X)) is a right skew groupoid and every right skew groupoid
R = (R, P) can be faithfully represnted by partial transformations with domain P.

Proof. Let a,P,ye T(X) and let ar(j8y) be defined. Then ran(a-) c Y and ran(/3) c
Y. Therefore, aft is defined. ran(o-/S) = (ran(ar) n dom(j8))j8 c Y. Thus (ar/3)y is defined.
Since the operation is the usual composition of binary relations it follows that
<*(PY) = («P)Y- It can be now verified that Tll(X) = {ae Tll(X)-.Tan(a)c Y} is a right
skew semigroup. Let now (pa = xpa for cp, \p e T^X) and a e T^X). Since Yip intersects
every ft -class in at most one element, we can choose an idempotent e e T^{X) such that
Yip c Ye. As shown in [5], ecjz. Since ker e = ker a = n it follows that e and a are
£%-related in the semigroup of partial transformations of X. Therefore, (pa = ipa implies
q>e = ipe where (pe = ip since Yip c ye. We conclude that T^X) is a right skew groupoid.

Conversely, when R = (R, P) is a right skew groupoid, then

fi = {(x, y)eP x P:xa=yaior some a e R}

= {(x, y) e P x P:xa = ya for every aeR}

is a congruence on R. Define, for every aeR, pa :P^>R by xpa = xa. It is easily verified
that fl->pfl defines an isomorphism.

The proof of the theorem is now complete.

We shall now characterise an 9?-class of a weakly inverse semigroup.

LEMMA 3.1. Let R be an 9l-class of a weakly inverse semigroup. Then R is a right
skew groupoid.

Proof. For a, b eR, we define a°b=ab\i and only if ab e R. Define

P = {a e R: there exists a left identity e of R such that ae = a}.

Let a °b be defined for a,beR. Then ab e R. Therefore there exist a' e Ea and b' e Ea
b

such that abb'a' = aa[ for some a[eEa. This implies abb'a'a = a and since b' e El it
follows that abb' = a. Since bb' is a left identity of R, we get ae P. Conversely if a e P
and b eR, then there exists b' eEb such that abb' = a. Therefore abb'a' = aa' for every
a' eEa and consequently ab eR. Now it can easily be verified that R is a right partial
semigroup. Let now xa =ya for x, y eP and aeR. Then there exists a' e Ea such that
xaa' =yaa'. Since x e P, we can choose a' e Ea such that xaa' =x, and noting that aa' is a
left identity of R, P(2) follows. The proof of the Lemma is now complete.

A right zero subsemigroup £ of a weakly inverse semigroup 5 is called a system of
partial right unitoids if for any a eS there exists e eE such that ae =£a.

LEMMA 3.2. Let S be a weakly inverse semigroup with a system of partial right unitoids
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E. Then the !R-class R = (R, P) which contains E is a right skew groupoid satisfying the
following:

P(3) for all aeR, there exists eeE such that {Pa D P)e = PaDP.

Proof. Let aeR and e e E such that ae =£ a. Then for any x e Pa D P, we have x = ya
for some y eP so that xe = yae *^ya=x.

Now there exists (xe)' e Exe such that (xe)(xe)' = e, by Lemma 2.2. We have (xe)'ife
so that (xe)'x!£ex. Now ex =x and by Lemma 2.4. (i), (xe)'x = (xe)'xe so that x5£xe.

Nowx = xf for some f2 = feR since JC e P; since jtJKte, we have xe = (xe)f = x(ef) -
xf = x. The Lemma now follows.

In the remainder of the section, R = (R, P) will denote a right skew groupoid and E
the set of idempotents of R. It is also assumed that the condition P(3) holds; i.e. for
aeR, there exists a left identity e of R such that (Pa D P)e = Pa (1 P. From Theorem 3.1,
we know that there is a faithful representation p of R which maps i? isomorphically into
the symmetric weakly inverse semigroup T(R) of all partial transformations of R. For any
a e T(R), let Ea denote the set of principal inverses in T(R). Define

(Rp)' = {a' eEa:aeRp and aa' eRp}

and let (Rp)" = {a" e Ea.: a' e (Rp)'}.
Let 2 be the subsemigroup of T(R) which is generated by the elements of

RpU(Rp)' U(Rp)". We shall show that the semigroup is a weakly inverse semigroup
with a system of partial right unitoids.

LEMMA 3.3. For every a eRp and every e = e2 eR, there exists an a' e Eaf) (Rp)'
such that aa' = e. Rp is an Sft-class ofZ.

Proof. Let a eRp and e = e2 e Rp. Then a = ap and e = ep for some a, e = e2 e R.
The mapping a':Pa^>Pe, xa—>xe is a well-defined one-to-one partial transformation of
the set R, and it is easy to see that a' e Ea D (Rp)' and aa' = e. This incidentally shows
that Rp is contained in an Sft-class of 2.

If a € Rp, then dom(a') = P and a- is a right translation of P. Let x be any element of
Rp and let a'eEa, where aa' e Rp. Let sedom(a') and saa' = q. Since a'a is a
restriction of the identity mapping to dom(ar'), we have sa'a = qa = s. For any r e P,
(rq)a = r(qa) - rs and so rs e dom(ar'). Also, (rs)a' = (rq)aa' = r(qaa') = r(sa'). Thus
we can conclude that, whenever 5 e dom(a-'), then (rs)a' = r(sa'), for all re P. In other
words, a' is a partial right translation for all a' e (Rp)'. Let a" e (Rp)". Then a" = a"a'a
and a"a' e Eaa, D (Rp)', and therefore a" is a partial right translation of P. Thus every
element of Rp U (Rp)' U (Rp)" is a partial right translation of P, and consequently all
elements of 2 are partial right translations. Let now § be any element of the S?-class
which contains Rp as a subset. Then dom § = P and so % must be a right translation of P.
If / is any fixed left identity of R, then fp is an idempotent of Rp and there exists %' in 2
such that W =fP- If g is any left identity of #, then ^ § ' § = g(/?)=/§. If r is any
element of P, then there exists a left identity e of R such that re = r, and then
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We conclude that § = (/£)p e Rp. Thus R is an SS-class of 2.

LEMMA 3.4. If aeRp, and P'e(Rp)', then P'a = P'a" where a" e (Rp)" O Ea. for
some a' e (Rp)' n Ea for which aa'eRp. If P"e(Rp)", then P"a = P"a'{ where a'{e
(Rp)" D Ea[ for some a[ e (Rp) n Ea for which aa\ e Rp.

Proof. Since a&P, there exists a' e Ea D (Rp)' such that aa' = PP'. Therefore, in
view of Lemma 2.2(ii), P'a = P'aa'a = p'aa'a" = P'pP'a" = jSV. This proves the first
part. To prove the second part, we note that there exist b e R and e a left identity in R
such that bp = P and (Pb n P)e = Pb(lP. Consequently,

and

Also by Lemma 3.3, there exists a[eEaD (Rp)' such that aa\ = ep. We get

= j3 Var'/a- by Lemma 2.2,

c /3"ar by Lemma 2.7.

LEMMA 3.5. Lef / be the subsemigroup of 2 which is generated by the elements of
(Rp)' U (Rp)". Then I is an inverse subsemigroup of 2, and all the elements of I are
principal in 2. Moreover, 2 = (Rp)I U /.

Proof. It is clear that / consists of elements that are principal in T(R). Therefore it is
a subsemigroup of the symmetric inverse semigroup on R. Since / is generated by a set of
elements and their inverses, it is an inverse subsemigroup of the symmetric inverse
semigroup on 7?. All the idempotents of / are principal in T(R), and therefore all the
elements of / are principal in 2. To show the last part, let a, P e Rp. Then there exists
P'eEpfl (Rp)' such that aPP' c a and therefore, «P = aPP'P" c or/3'. Thus ap = aP".
With the preceding lemma, it can now be observed that 2 = (Rp)I U /.

LEMMA 3.6. For any § e 2, let G§ denote the set of inverses §' of % in 2 such that
£§' e/. Then G5 = E% D2 =£D. For every aeRp and every t, e/ , we have Ga^ = G^Ga.

Proof. If £ e 2 , then £ e / or %e(Rp)I. If £ e / , then Gs = £ s = £? fl2. Let
%e(Rp)l. Then | = a£ where a e / J p and ? € / . By Lemma 3.3, Ga*O. If £' is the
unique principal inverse of £ in / and « ' 6 G , , c E a fl2, then £'a-' is an element of I,
which is an inverse of at,, where Qa'aZ, is an idempotent of /. Consequently,
n¥=G{GQ.c£Q,tn2. Let now (at,)' be an element of £ a 5 D 2 . Since Ea^EKEa =
t,'Ea, where £' is the unique principal inverse of £ in I, we must have (o-£)' in the form
l'a[, where a-; g Ea. We note that (at)(t,'a[) e 2. Then t,'a\ = /3,/32. . . j3n, where j8, e
/?p U (7?p)' U (Rp)" for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Since £'o-; e /, we may suppose that j3n e
(Rp)' or pn e (Rp)". If j3n g (Rp)', there exists a left identity e of flp such that pne = pn

and thus t,'a\e = l'a[. It can be verified that a'e e Ga. If /?„ e (Rp)", there exists a left
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identity e of Rp such that p\,£ = j3n. Thus t,'a[ =£ t,'a' for some a'eGa and thus
aQ'a'y« *££'a' . This implies, in view of Lemma 2.8, that t,'a\ = £'a'.

Thus we have shown that Gal; ^G^Ga. This together with the earlier assertion proves
the Lemma.

LEMMA 3.7. l i s weakly inverse.

Proof. Let ^ e l If §, 77 e/ , then it is clear that GSn = G , ^ . If §, 17 e (/?p)/, let
§ = ar£ and 77 = /30 for a, fi e Rp and £, 0 e / . By Lemma 3.4, there exists /?" e / with
G£ c G^ such that £0 = £/3". We have,

= G f}»g

= Gre

sGflo<

The other cases may be dealt with in a similar fashion, whence it follows that G^ c. GnG^
for all I, y\ e 2.

Let % = tf£, (a e Rp, t,el) be any element of (Rp)I and let Gg be singleton. If
xa^ = yat, for x, y e P, then ra=)'a. Put a = ap; then xa =yfl and since R is a right
skew groupoid, x=ye for some left identity e of R. If £ = ep, then there exists a' eGa

such that 0-0-' = e. If { '̂} = Gj, then £'or'eGaC. If u=ya&'a', then MO-^'O-'=
3'0'tC'a'' and hence ua£ =yat,. Again y = uk for some left identity A of Z?p, and there
exists a[ e Ga such that aa[ = A. Since both far' and £'arj belong to Ga? and since G^ is
singleton, we have t,'a' = Z'a\. Therefore,

v = MA = ya^t'o-'A =ya££'a[aa'1 =yaZ,t,'<x[ =ya£,£,'a' = w

and so
w = ua-ar' = ue = _ye = JC.

Thus % = ff£ is a one-to-one partial transformation on /?, and § is a principal element
of T(R).

If \ and ?7 are any elements of 2 such that G% = Gr), and if rj el, then G% = Gr] = Ev

is singleton. By the earlier assertion, it follows that § must be principal in T(R), hence
Gg = Eg. Now Eg = £,, implies £ = 77.

Let us now suppose that § = at, and r] = /36 where a, (i eRp and £, 0 e / and
Gg = G,,. Every element of Gg is of the form t,'a' = %' with £' e Gc and or' e Ga. Then
§' e G? and so | 'r/ = § ' | . Since oca' is a left identity for Rp we have aa't] = a-a-' = /?0 =
77. Since £'£ is a restriction of the identity transformation to dom(£'£) we have
I t ' = a ' t t ' a ' £ «'«''• Therefore § = ££'£ = ££'7/ c a^'ry = 77. The reverse inclusion can
similarly be proved, whence it follows that § = rj.
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The Lemma now follows.

LEMMA 3.8. The set of idempotents of the 9l-class Rp forms a system of partial right
unitoids o /2 .

Proof. We first note that if a e I, then a = axa2 • • • an where an e (Rp)' U (Rp)". If
an e (Rp)', then there exists /? e Rp such that <xn = /3' e Gp. Then arn(/3/3') = an. When
ffn e (Rp)", there exists )3 e Rp such that a-n = /3" e G r . As observed in the proof of
Lemma 3.4, there exists a left identity e of Rp such that ane c an. Combining the two we
get

ae = ata2 . . . an.

Since 2 = (Rp)I U /, the result follows.
The preceding lemmas combine to prove

THEOREM 3.2. Let R = (R, P) be a right skew groupoid and Rp its representation
defined earlier. Let 2 = (Rp U (Rp)' U (Rp)"), the semigroup generated by Rp U (Rp)' U
(Rp)". Then 2 is weakly inverse and it has a system of partial right unitoids contained in
Rp.

4. Bisimple weakly inverse semigroups with partial right unitoids.

THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a bisimple weakly inverse semigroup with a system E of partial
right unitoids. Then the 9l-class R = (R, P) containing E is a right skew groupoid satisfying
the following conditions:

P(3) for all aeR, there exists eeE such that (Pa f\P)e = Paf\P;
P(4) for all a,beR, there exists ceR such that Pa(lPb = Pc.

Proof. In view of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, it is enough to show that P(4) is satisfied. For
this, let aeR. To show the reverse inclusion, let x eSaDR. Then there exists s e S such
that x=saeR. Then there exists a' e Ea and s'e Es such that saa's'eR. Clearly,
saa'a"a's' e R and it follows that saa' eR and aa' is a left identity of R; we get saa' e P. It
now follows that sa = saa 'a e Pa. Then

Pa n Pb = Sa n R D Sb n R = Sa D Sb f~l R

= Sea nSebnR = Seaeb n R.

Since 5 is bisimple and R is an Sfc-class, there exists c such that Seaeb = Sc. We thus
get P(4). The proof of the Theorem is now complete.

THEOREM 4.2. Let R = (R. P) be a right skew groupoid satisfying the following
conditions:

P(3) for all aeR, there exists a left identity e of R such that (Pa D P)e = Pa D P;
P(4) for all a,beR, there exists ceR such that PaC\Pb = Pc.

Then 2 = (Rp U (Rp)' U (Rp)") is a bisimple weakly inverse semigroup with partial right
unitoids.
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Proof. In view of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, it is enough to show that 2 is bisimple. We
first note that

2=(«pU (Rp)' U (Rp)") = (Rp U (Rp)').

For this let a e Rp, a' e (Rp)' D £ff and a" e (Rp)" n £„. Then a" = a-"a-'ar.
It can be checked that a"a' e (Rp)' (~l Eaa-, where cm' e i?p. Thus it follows that

a" eRpli (Rp)'. Therefore

(RpU(Rp)'U(Rp)")^(RpU(Rp)').

The reverse inclusion is obvious, whence it follows that

(Rp U (Rip)') = (Rp U (Rp)' U (Rp)").

To show that 2 is bisimple, let a, /3 e 7?p. Let y be an element of i?p such that
(Pp)an(Pp)P = (Pp)y. Putting G^o- = {ea} and GpP = {ep}, it follows that e^e^e, , ,
since ey(resp. ea, ep) is the identity mapping on RY = RaC\ ^ ( resp, Ra, Rp). If (a-)8'j3)' is
any element of Gap-P = p"fiGa, then (or/S'y3)'ary8'/3 = epeaep =eY. Therefore,
afi'9l(xfl'fi3!y, and so a/3' belongs to the 2)-Class which contains Rp as an £%-Class. Let
a1 e (Rp)' n £ff such that act' = ]8/3', then /3'iPa' and P'aga'aga and so jS'a belongs to
the S)-Class which contains Rp. If a} is any element of (Rp)' C\Ea, then a[f}'J£(aa[)l3[
where aaj e Rp, and by the foregoing we can conclude that a-J/?' belongs to the S-Class
that contains Rp. Again, let a, /3 e Rp. There exists j8' e £p n (/?p)' such that a-/3j8' c a-.
Therefore, a/3 = ar/3/3'/3"s aj8"c ar/3 and we get a-/3 = a-/3". It is easy to observe that
aP"%a'P"%P'a'a"P"9tp'a'. Consequently, o-/3 = or/3" belongs to the S -̂Class containing
/?p. Thus we have shown that the product of any two elements of Rp U (Rp)' belongs to
the 3) -Class which contains Rp. Let § be any element of this 3) -Class and let £ be any
element of Rp U (Rp)'. If y € Le n i?p, then y£ belongs to the S-Class which contains
/?p. Since %t,i£yt this implies that §£ belongs to this ©-Class. By induction, it follows that
2 is bisimple.

EXAMPLE. We add below an example of a right skew groupoid satisfying P(3) and
P(4).

Let R = {... -2, - 1 , 0,1, 2,...} be the group of integers under addition and let
P = { 0 , l , 2 , . . . } .

Let R' = {. . . -2', -V, 0, 1, 2, . . .} be an isomorphic group with RCiR' = P. Put
5 = R UR' and define a partial operation * by the rule a*b = a + b if and only if a eP.
Then (5, P) is a right skew groupoid satisfying P(3) and P(4). It is easy to verify that
(5, P) is a right skew groupoid having P as its right skew subsemigroup. Since 5 has an
identity, P(3) holds. To show that P(4) holds we note that for any a e S, we have

P*a = {x eS.a^x] where =£ is the order relation in R if a e R and the order relation in
R' if a e R'. In all cases ((P * a) D P) * 0 = (P * a) D P, whence P(4) follows.
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